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Summary

In the dynamic landscape of complex industrial facilities, effective alarm management is paramount to ensuring operational efficiency, safety, and overall system reliability. However, in real industries, alarm systems usually suffer from degraded performance due to alarm overloading and the presence of alarm floods. Thus, there is a strong need to develop and deploy intelligent alarm management tools, so as to improve the alarm system performance and reduce operators' workload. This workshop is meticulously crafted to address the unique challenges posed by the intricacies of modern industrial alarm systems. The workshop's primary objective is to empower industry professionals with the data analytic tools to navigate the complexities of alarm monitoring, ensuring not only compliance with industrial standards but also enhancing operational efficiency.

The workshop provides participants with a comprehensive understanding of intelligent alarm management strategies for complex industrial facilities. Participants will explore the nuances of alarm overloading, gaining insights into factors contributing to alarm overloading. Through an exploration of real-world scenarios, the workshop aims to highlight the tangible consequences of ineffective alarm management while emphasizing the need for intelligent solutions, such as pattern mining and deep learning for improvement of industrial alarm systems. The workshop will cover key topics, including the design of univariate/multivariate alarm systems, identification and reduction of nuisance alarms, root cause analysis by causality inference, pattern mining of alarm floods, alarm data visualization, and alarm system performance evaluation. The talks will be accompanied by industrial case studies to demonstrate the practical utility of these intelligent methods. The workshop aims to foster a collaborative learning environment, where participants can exchange experiences, strategies, and insights, ultimately leaving with the expertise needed to revolutionize alarm management practices in their industrial contexts.

Intended Audience

This workshop is tailored for a diverse audience, including industrial practitioners grappling with real-world alarm management challenges, vendors involved in the design of alarm systems, researchers investigating cutting-edge alarm management solutions, and graduate students keenly interested in the application of data science to address industrial problems.

Tentative Schedule
- 13:00 - 13:10 Opening Remarks and Introduction
  Tongwen Chen, University of Alberta, Canada
- 13:10 - 13:45 Industrial Opportunities and Why Alarm Monitoring is Beneficial
  Kevin Brown, mCloud, Canada
• 13:45 - 14:20 Process Analytics Tools for Sensor Data, Alarm Data, and Operator Actions  
Sirish L. Shah, University of Alberta, Canada  
• 14:20 - 14:55 Intelligent Alarm Management Toolbox Developed at the University of Alberta  
Tongwen Chen, University of Alberta, Canada  
• 14:55 - 15:30 Identification of Nuisance Alarms and Logical Alarm Processing for Safe Plant Operations  
Masaru Noda, Fukuoka University, Japan  
• 15:30 - 15:40 Break  
• 15:40 - 16:15 Causality and Root Cause Analysis Based on Data Analytics  
Fan Yang, Tsinghua University, China  
• 16:15 - 16:50 Optimal Design of Industrial Alarm Systems Based on Process Knowledge and Historical Data  
Jiandong Wang, Shandong University of Science and Technology, China  
• 16:50 – 17:25 Pattern Mining and Similarity Analysis for Industrial Alarm Flood Sequences  
Wenkai Hu, China University of Geosciences, China  
• 17:25 – 17:40 General Questions and Answers, and Discussions  
Moderated by Sirish L. Shah  

Topics  
The following topics will be discussed in this workshop. Each topic will be accompanied by industrial case studies to convey the practical relevance of intelligent industrial alarm monitoring and management techniques.  

● Industrial Opportunities and Why Alarm Monitoring is Beneficial  
Alarms have always been part of the process to aid the operator in identifying when the process is outside normal operating parameters. The advancement of computer control created excessive alarms and at times incorrect alarming. After 24 years since the grandfather of proper alarm management (EEMUA 191) was published, there has been little improvement in the design or approach of industrial alarming. This presentation will cover a brief history of alarms, touching on ISA 18.2. It will then focus on the benefit of monitoring alarm activation which can be an early indicator of process changes that when responded correctly, can lead to improved production rates.  

● Process Analytics Tools for Sensor Data, Alarm Data, and Operator Actions  
The process industry is awash with all types of data archived over many years: sensor data, alarm data with operator actions to ‘navigate’ the process to operate safely at desired conditions and process models that are used for advanced control. The fusion of information from such disparate sources of process data is the key step in devising strategies for a smart analytics platform for safe and autonomous process operation. The purpose of this talk is to present results and strategies that will ultimately lead to safe and optimal autonomous or semi-autonomous process operation.  

● Intelligent Alarm Management Toolbox Developed at the University of Alberta  
This talk will summarize some recent results on advanced alarm analytics and present a new set of tools for design of alarm systems and improvement of alarm management. The essential functionalities of the tools include alarm visualization, alarm performance evaluation and analysis, and rationalization design, thereby to help industrial processes to comply with the new standards. The tools have been tested with real industrial data and used by process engineers in Canada and elsewhere.  

● Logical processing technique of nuisance alarms for safe plant operation  
Advances in distributed control systems in the chemical industry has made it possible to
inexpensively and easily install numerous alarms in them. A poorly designed alarm system might cause
nuisance alarms, which reduces the capability of operators to cope with plant abnormalities because
critical alarms are hidden in them. In this presentation, a logical processing technique of nuisance
alarms is introduced. Logical alarm processing is a technique for processing signals from alarm sensors
to generate more meaningful alarms for plant operators. The effectiveness of the methods is evaluated
for reducing nuisance alarms by simulation data of a chemical process.

- **Causality and Root Cause Analysis Based on Data Analytics**
  This presentation will introduce advanced alarm strategy and abnormal situation monitoring based
  on process data analytics and, in particular, correlation/causality analysis based on mining of process
  and alarm data in combination with process connectivity knowledge, with applications to root cause
  analysis of propagated or even plant-wide abnormalities. The methods of Granger causality and transfer
  entropy will be demonstrated.

- **Optimal Design of Industrial Alarm Systems Based on Process Knowledge and Historical Data**
  Industrial alarm systems need to be designed in an optimal manner, in order to reduce nuisance
  alarms and preserve true alarms. This presentation will focus on the optimal design of industrial alarm
  systems by exploiting process knowledge and historical data to distinguish normal and abnormal
  conditions. First, univariate alarm systems such as alarm delay times and alarm deadbands are
  investigated to deal with different kinds of nuisance alarms. Second, multivariate alarm systems are
  designed based on normal operating zones, where dynamic alarm thresholds are developed for each
  process variable to tell operating conditions. Industrial case studies are provided to illustrate optimal
  design procedures of industrial alarm systems.

- **Pattern Mining and Similarity Analysis for Industrial Alarm Flood Sequences**
  This presentation will introduce pattern mining and similarity analysis for industrial alarm floods,
  which are identified as the most difficult issues in industrial alarm monitoring and recognized as the
  leading causes of many industrial accidents. The involved methods include the sequence alignment
  based similarity analysis and some variants, similarity analysis with alarm encoding, alarm itemset
  pattern mining, and alarm sequential pattern mining. Such methods can learn meaningful patterns from
  historical alarm & event database, and the obtained results are helpful for further root cause analysis and
  early prediction of alarm floods.
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